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1.1.. THE LIMBOURG BROTHERS, T H E MINIATURISTS OF THE 

TRÈSTRÈS RICHES HEURES DU DUC D E BERRY ? 

Inn 1881 Leopold Delisle (Fig.1.1.1) wrote to Henri d'Orléans, duke d'Aumale 

(Fig.. 1.1.2-4), that he was convinced that the book of hours the duke had acquired 

inn 1855, now known as the Tivs Riches Heures of the duke of Berry in Chantüly, 

couldd be identified with the book of hours described in die inventory 'après décès' 

off  Jean de Berry of 1416.1 

Delisle'ss identification has never been questioned since and nowadays the Waning 

off  the Middle Ages can hardly be imagined without the miniatures from this 

manuscript.22 Who would expect that this book of hours, with its illustrations by 

miniaturistss originating from Guelders, might throw some light on the art of paint-

ingg in Guelders at that time, finds himself deluded. How unclear and problematic 

thee relation was between France and Guelders at the beginning of the fifteenth 

centuryy was recendy brought to the fore anew by Jeffrey Hamburger.3 But 

Porcherr had already summarized the problem: 'Pour ce qui est de leur pays 

d'origine,, il n'apparaït pas qu'ils en aient tiré grandchose, sinon eux-mêmes, ce qui 

estt bien essentiel' (As regards to their native country, it seems they brought along 

nothingg except themselves, which however was the essential).4 Meiss, in his elabo-

ratee study of the Limbourg brothers, pointing out the many Italian influences in 

thee work of the brothers, did not even try to elucidate the relations in style and 

iconographyy between the work of the brothers and dieir contemporaries in Gueld-

ers,, Utrecht and Westphalia.5 Here there is no need to dwell on works of this pe-

riodd related to Guelders. One of the very few examples hinting at a possible rela-

tionshiptionship between Guelders and one of the works of the Limbourg Brothers is the 

figuree of Saint John, which we encounter in the crucifixion miniature of the 

Utrechtt Missal in Haarlem (Fig.1.1.5)6 as well as in the Belles Heum (Fig.1.1.6-7).7 

But,, granted that littl e has been preserved of the art of painting from these regions 

aroundd 1400, it is nevertheless astonishing that the work of the Limbourg Brothers 

showss hardly any traces from the art of their native country, whereas Italian influ-

encess abound. This is the more remarkable when we keep in mind that they de-
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scendedd from a family of artists and that in those days the profession of artists was 

stronglyy traditional in character.8 

Iff  we were to take the use of bright colours and the many Italian motifs in the 

workk of the Limbourg brothers as a guide to their origin, the conclusion that they 

camee from Italy rather than from Guelders would present itself as a paradox.9 

Sincee the documents do not permit such a conclusion, it raises the question 

whetherr die identification of the illuminators of die Tres Riches Heures with the 

Limbourgg brothers is justified. All the more reason to reconsider the question. 

Onn the one hand there are the documents, on the odier a number of manuscripts, 

withh much romanticism in between. This is not surprising in the light of the epoch 

inn which Delisle drew his conclusions, witness the rebuilding of the Chateau in 

ChantiUyy (Fig.1.1.8-9) by the duke d'Aumale10, clearly inspired by the Tres Riches 

HeuresHeures (Fig.1.1.10-11). Remarkably enough, a renewed study of the well-known 

dataa do not permit the conclusion that the Limbourg brothers are identical with 

thee miniaturists of the Tres Riches Heures and related works. The mention of the Tres 

RichesRiches Heures by the Limbourg Brodiers in the inventory of Jean de Berry from 

14166 is such brief as to make an identification with the manuscript in Chantilly no 

moree than a guess. The manuscript can surely be qualified as 'tres riches' and 'tres 

richementt historiez et illuminez', but the same may be said of other manuscripts 

knownn to have belonged to the duke. Delisle's argument that the manuscript, con-

sideringg its unfinished state, was exceptionally highly esteemed, does not seem 

convincingg either.11 

Inn the same inventory dating from 1416 the unfinished manuscript by the Lim-

bourgg Brothers is described as consisting of a few quires. The manuscript in Chan-

till yy is incomplete, but it certainly is not a fragment. It consists of twenty-nine 

quiress with a total of 206 pages. The writing of the manuscript is homogeneous 

andd seems to be by one hand. Only the illumination was not finished, or rather 

onlyy completed, until about 1480.12 

Delisle'ss second argument for an identification was that no other manuscripts in 

thee inventories are mentioned as unfinished. But it appears that the preserved in-

ventoriess do not give a complete picture of all the manuscripts once in the posses-
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sionn of the duke, as we have several manuscripts bearing his marks which can not 

bee identified in these inventories.13 

Thirdly,, Delisle discerned three different hands in the illumination of the manu-

script.144 But it was particularly Delisle's authority, it seems, which decided the iden-

tification. . 

Sincee Delisle's suggestion to consider the Limbourg brothers as the authors of the 

miniaturess in the Tres Riches Heures, the oeuvre of the brothers has been extended 

withh two more manuscripts: the Belles Heum in the Cloisters in New York 

(Fig.1.1.12)15,, the Bible in the BMothèque Nationale in Parijs, MS fr.166 

(Fig.. 1.1.13)16 and a few leaves, some of which are known only from reproduc-

tions.177 However, diese manuscripts in no way support Delisle's identification of 

thee Limbourg brothers. As for the BeJ/es Heures we am be very short. The book can 

bee identified beyond doubt with a Book of Hours mentioned in the inventory of 

14133 of the Duke of Berry. Alas, the makers of the manuscript are just called 'ou-

vriers',, their names not being mentioned.18 

Thee Bible MS fr.166 in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris was identified with a 

Biblee made between 1402 and 1404 by order of Philip the Bold. This identification 

neverr became accepted generally, though nobody denied die close stylistic resem-

blancee of the miniatures in the first three quires of this manuscript with those of 

thee Belles Heures.19 

Now,, since this Bible plays a crucial role in establishing the identity of the Iim-

bourgg brothers, I should like to dwell a littl e longer on the arguments which have 

beenn put forward for the attribution of this Bible to the brothers. 

Inn the first place the documents.20 On 9 February 1402 Philip the Bold ordered 

twoo of the Limbourg brothers, Polleken and Janneken, to illuminate a bible. Jan-

nekenn must still have been very young since in a document two years earlier, he 

waswas called a 'jeune enfant', which means mat he can not have been older than four-

teenn years at most.21 Both Polleken and Janneken were contracted for four years, 

duringg which they were to receive a rather high salary.22 It was stipulated that diey 

wouldd work exclusively for the duke during diose years. That the contract was put 
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intoo effect appears from the advance of money to Jean Durand, phycisian to Philip 

thee Bold, on behalf of payments, among others, to the Limbourg brothers23 and 

thee purchase of azure for the illuminaüon of a bible.24 In 1403 - a year later - the 

brotherss received a bonus. From this it appears that they had been working every 

dayy in the house of Jean Durand.25 The next year Durand again received an ad-

vance,, from which we may infer that the brothers worked to satisfaction.26 In the 

springg of 1404 on 27 April , Philip the Bold died, and from that moment die 

documentss are silent on the project of diis Bible. 

I ff  anything can be inferred from these documents, it is that the order concerned an 

expensivee undertaking. Twice 600 francs and a bonus of two times 10 ecus were 

paidd for the confection of a bible, an extremely high amount to spend on a book, 

evenn if it was the Book of Books. Considering that in two years time, just for its 

illuminationn by the Limbourg brothers 1460 francs had already been spent, it be-

comess clear that the total costs of the production of the Bible would have been 

muchh higher. 

Too get some idea of the cost of an illuminated manuscript, some prices for com-

parison:: in 1416 die Belles Heures was estimated at 875 francs, including the locks 

andd the pipe, which in itself was estimated 375 francs.27 The Grandes Heures were 

valuedd at 4000 livres, including the pipe, the mounting and the precious stones on 

thee cover.28 A 'bible tres bien historiée' Philip the Bold bought in the spring of 

14000 cost him 1050 francs.29 

Durrieuu (Fig. 1.1.14) once suggested an identification of the Bible the Limbourg 

brotherss executed for Philip the Bold with MS fr.166, arguing that the style of the 

miniaturess in the first three quires resembled that of the Tres Riches Heures and the 

BellesBelles Heures. Another argument in favour of an identification was the fact that 

MSS fr.166 was made after the example of the Bible MS fr.167 (Fig. 1.1.15), a manu-

script,, it was supposed, was once in the possession of Philip the Bold. Durrieu, 

laterr on, doubted the identification of MS fr.166 with the Bible mentioned in the 

documents311 and Porcher, Avri l and Sterling even put forward strong objections 

againstt this identification. However, they never questioned the attribution of the 

miniaturess to the Limbourg brothers.32 

Now,, since the identification of the Limbourg brothers with the miniaturists of the 
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TresTres Riches Heures and related manuscripts is at stake, it seems necessary to briefly 

revieww the facts. In the first place MS fr.166 cannot be identified with the Bible in 

thee documents on the ground of the description. The documents speak of 'une 

bible',, while MS fr.166 is, stricdy speaking, a Table historiée' or a "bible moralisée'.33 

Norr do die documents mention the bible as being written in latin and french, as is 

thee case with MS fr.166. MS fr.166 bears no marks which enable an identification 

withh the Bible mentioned in the documents, nor does the manuscript contain ele-

mentss indicating that it once belonged to Philip the Bold. MS fr.166, evidendy, was 

madee after MS fr.167, as said, but from the documents it cannot be inferred that 

thee Iimbourg brothers had to follow an example. 

Lett us for a moment suppose MS fr.166 was really the Bible Philip the Bold had 

madee by the Iimbourg brothers, then they would have executed, in altogether 782 

days,, only three quires with a total of 384 rather small miniatures in a relatively 

simplee grisaille technique, which is not even 7,5 percent of the more than 5000 

miniaturess in their example. Granted mat they would not have been working dur-

ingg holidays, the brothers, together, would have produced just one small miniature 

perr two and a half days!34 

Inn the light of the enormous amount of money Philip the Bold did spend and was 

willin gg to spend on the Bible; considering also the satisfaction with the work pro-

gressgress of the brothers, as the documents suggests, then the conclusion seems ines-

capablee that Philip's Bible was a different one from MS fr.166. If we accept diis 

conclusionn we have to face the situation that there are no sound arguments for the 

identificationn of the Limbourg brothers with the miniaturists of the Tin?/ Riches 

Hearts,Hearts, the Belks Hearts and MS fr.166. Maybe it is too easy to send this generally 

acceptedd identification to the realm of romanticism, thus freeing Guelders' paint-

ingg from a heavy mortgage, without hinting at possible new paths to the rediscov-

eryy of the identiry of the master of the Tres Riches Heurts and real works of the 

Limbourgg brothers. 

Ass for the Tris Riches Heures, considering the Italian examples as well as the style of 

thee miniatures35 an identification with a master of Italian origin suggests itself, 

thoughh a French master may be preferred. Where did this master work in France? 

Somee indication might be provided by the MS 515 in the Pierpont Morgan Library 
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(Fig.. 1.1.16) showing some motifs which can also be found in the Belles Heures. The 

manuscriptt was, according to an inscription, written and illuminated in Nantes in 

1402.366 Moreover, the fact diat the so-called Rohan Master borrowed many motifs 

fromm the master of die Tres Riches Heurts and die possible connections of that mas-

terr with die court of die Anjou's in Angers37, point again to die mid-west of 

France.. Finally it can be observed that the masters who completed MS fr.166, die 

so-calledd Jouvenel Master and die workshop of Francois and Jean Colombe, were 

activee in Bourges and Tours. So, in search for a suitable master, maybe we have to 

exploree the region from Bourges to Nantes, along the borders of the Loire. 

Ass for die Limbourg brothers I should like to make die following suggestion. If 

MSS fr.166 is not die Bible made by the limbourgs for Philip die Bold, is there 

anotherr bible diat does fit the documents? Paris at diat time attracted many artists 

fromm die northern countries. The search for the Limbourg brothers seems the 

proverbiall  needle in the haystack. Considering die standing of Philip die Bold in 

diee realm of France, we may assume diat his choice for the young nephews of his 

court-painterr Jean Maelwael was a very fashionable one. It can be supposed there-

foree mat the style of die brothers would have met with a response in Paris. The 

factt diat duke Philip commissoned the young nephews of his painter with a pres-

tigiouss order seems, moreover, to indicate that they must have been very promis-

ingg and talented artists indeed. In this connection I should like to draw attention to 

thee so-called 'Master of 1402' Bella Martens pointed at in relation to Master 

Francke.388 The Master of 1402, or radier at least two masters, emerged in 1402 in 

Pariss and their style was a leading one for many years. One of diem illustrated a 

copyy of Boccaccio's Femmes nobles etrmommées, MS fr.598 (Fig.1.1.17) in die Biblio-

dièquee Nationale in Paris and on die grounds of die Dutch inscription "hort het 

wort'' in the scroll on the scene of the execution of Cassandra (fol. 48v), it could be 

assumedd he came from die Low Countries.39 

Iss it possible to connect die work of this group of miniaturists and the commission 

too the Limbourg brothers and so to retrace die Bible of Philip die Bold? The de-

scriptionn of die Bible in die documents cited offers littl e help. But maybe anodier 

documentt from die year 1407 can advance us a litde further. The document, dated 
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222 May 1407, concerns payments made three years before, in 1404, to three lead-

ingg Parisian illuminators, Imbert Stainer, Jacques Coene and Haincelin de Hague-

nau,, for their share in the illumination of a Bible for Philip the Bold.40 According 

too Meiss Philip the Bold had yet another bible made by these masters.41 To De 

Winterr this seemed rather implausible because of the high expenses, and he sug-

gestedd that the three masters worked on the same Bible as the Limbourg broth-

ers.422 The document states moreover that this Bible was, after the death of Philip 

thee Bold, presented to the duke of Berry. Further it appears that once again Jean 

Durandd was involved in this affair. Considering the exceptional high amount that 

Philipp the Bold spend on the Bible and the fact that the bible is described as ' LA 

Biblee en latin et en francoiz' it can be assumed that Philip the Bold had made just 

onee Bible. If this assumption is correct, it can be supposed that Philip the Bold 

enlistedd three more painters in the spring of 1404, shortly before he died, maybe to 

speedd up the finishing of the manuscript.43 This would mean that at least five 

miniaturistss were involved in this commission by Philip the Bold. Alas, we have no 

securee works by any of these three masters mentioned in die document, since 

Durrieu'ss suggestion, cherished by Meiss, that Jacques Coene is identical with the 

Masterr of the Boucicaut Hours, is far from convincing.44 

Wanted:: a Bible with miniatures by five different masters, Polleken and Janneken 

off  Limbourg, Imbert Stainer, Jacques Coene and Haincelin de Haguenau. But con-

sideringg the problems we are confronted with, I should like to conclude with 

Meiss'' final quotation: Wir kennen mit Sicherheit kein einziges Werk, aber das 

Gesamtbildd ist klar1.45 
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